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The issue In logistics, hubs are nodes where

increasingly have found their way into the

goods from the periphery are brought together

academic teaching environment. At multiple

in order to then redistribute them. Using this

universities, systemic constellations are used for

metaphor, the Infosyon Constellation Hub

teaching and learning of students and staff.

aims to be a collection point for innovation
ideas and initiatives. There are many settings

These academic researchers and teachers often

and ways for innovation, creating new insights,

work solitarily and may always not always be

and for the systemic constellation method to

aware of the work that is done by colleagues

develop further. The scientific field is one of

in other institutions. Enabling connections and

those settings and scientific research is one

exchanges between these researchers and

of the ways to innovate and to increase our

teachers may open new avenues for developing

understanding. In the last decades, globally

innovative academic education and new

academics from diverse backgrounds and

research collaborations. Moreover, bringing these

disciplines have pursued research involving

spirits together, may create synergy and mutual

systemic constellations. Also, systemic

inspiration on how to use systemic constellations

constellations are successfully used as a research

in scientific work and academic teaching.

tool itself. In addition, systemic constellations
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Overall, the mission for this Infosyon

The format The Constellation Hub is open

Constellation Hub meeting is to bring together

to anyone interested in developing systemic

systemic constellations in the academic

constellations in universities. There are no

context. We aim to collect and connect

speakers or agenda items for the meetings. The

research initiatives and scientific insights as

group works with the issues that are relevant

well as to collect and connect experiences

to those involved at the time of the meeting.

in teaching in the academic context.

The meetings do not serve to prepare the wellknown scientific products such as conferences

Importantly, we welcome all disciplines and

or publications. Rather, it serves to provide

all backgrounds, as well as researchers,

co-creative spaces in which experiences can

teachers, and people with an interest in

be exchanged, courage collected, experiments

research. Participants may come from

made, and innovations germinated. In the

universities, universities of applied sciences,

previous meetings between 15 and 25 people

research institutes, companies, or may be

have met from universities and other related

self-employed. Experience with research

communities from around the world.

or the academic context in whatever
way is valued but is not essential.
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